How to Connect an Existing ORCID iD to Rutgers

If you have an existing ORCID iD, you just need to connect it to your Rutgers NetID. Please follow the steps in the next few slides to connect.
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Go To http://personalinfo.rutgers.edu

• Log in with your NetID
Within the Website [http://personalinfo.rutgers.edu](http://personalinfo.rutgers.edu)

- Once you are in the Personal Contact Information website, click the ORCID tab.
Under the ORCID Tab

Click the “Create or Connect your ORCID iD” button to connect.
Sign In to Your ORCID Account

- After clicking the “Create or Connect your ORCID iD” button, you will be prompted to either register for an ORCID account or sign in to your ORCID account.
- Since you’ve already had an ORCID iD, you just need to **Sign in** your personal account (as you haven’t connected yet) and then authorize Rutgers to access your ORCID account.
Wait, Not Linked Yet

**Warning:** You are not done yet. This just indicates that you are now ready to connect your Rutgers account to ORCID account by clicking the *Log in to ORCID* button. You only need to complete this step once.
Complete the Linking Process

You will only need to complete this step once.

Link your Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey account to your ORCID record

You are signed into Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey as yzhang@rutgers.edu
To finish linking this Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey account to ORCID, sign into your ORCID ID below.

You will only need to complete this step once. After your account is linked, you will be able to access your ORCID record with your Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey account. Questions? Visit our knowledgebase

Link my existing ORCID ID | Register for an ORCID ID | Return to ORCID sign in

Email or ORCID ID

Email or ORCID ID

ORCID Password

ORCID Password

Sign into ORCID

Forgotten your password?

libraries.rutgers.edu/orcid
Your ORCID Account

ORCID
Connecting Research and Researchers

XXXX XXXX

Biography

Education (0)
You haven’t added any education. add some now

Employment (0)
You haven’t added any employment, add some now

Funding (0)
You haven’t added any funding, add some now

Works (0)
You haven’t added any works, add some now

ORCID ID
orcid.org/0000-0001-XXXX XXXX
View public version

Also known as

Country

Keywords

Websites

Emails
xxxxx@rutgers.edu
Now Your NetID Is Linked to Your ORCID iD

Your NetID is now connected to your ORCID iD. To access your ORCID account, just click your ORCID iD above or the “Log in to ORCID” button on the right.

libraries.rutgers.edu/orcid
You can also go to the ORCID website to log in to ORCID with either your personal account or your institutional account (NetID).
Get Help

Create or Connect: personalinfo.rutgers.edu/orcid

Website: libraries.rutgers.edu/orcid

Email: orcid@libraries.rutgers.edu